
Lesson 3 – The Voice of the Character (Diction) 

(“Who’s Been Sitting In My Chair?”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overview 
 
Although much of the lyric in the song that accompanies this lesson (Who’s Been Sitting 
In My Chair? from the musical Goldilocks, book by Walter and Jean Kerr, music by 
Leroy Anderson, lyrics by the Kerrs and Joan Ford) come from what the audience 
knows as the tale of Goldilocks and the Three Bears, including the title line. The lyric is 
arranged with lots of sophisticated imagery and rhyme, not at all suited to a children’s 
fairytale, while the music is light and buoyant, much like a child might sing while 
skipping along the sidewalk.  This marriage of familiar imagery, sophisticated language 
and simple music helps a world-weary and lonely woman explain her plight while telling 
us that somewhere inside there is a disappointed little girl. 
 
Up until now we have talked about imagery and specificity – how words can be used to 
present an idea larger than the dictionary meaning of the words themselves, and how 
important it is for bookwriters, composers and lyricists to be as specific and detailed as 
possible in their work. 
 
In this lesson we are going to take that one step further, to make certain that each 
character’s language is not only unique and colorful enough to be interesting and 
engaging but that each character’ individual choice of words when speaking or singing 
somehow reflects that person’s total experience – nature, nurture, education, 
employment, social standing, etc. 
 
This lesson is about vocabulary and socialization.  To simplify:  writers should always 
ask, “Is this word true for this character at this moment in time?”  There is probably a 
semester’s worth of creative writing study in that question.  Think about what it might 
mean: 
 
 
 

In This Lesson 
 

• Text and subtext, their meaning and 
relationship to the workings of the plot 

• The role of the music in furthering the 
impact of the text and subtext 

• The impact of diction on the function of 
rhyme in lyrics 
 



Walter Kerr 
 
7/8/13 – 10/9/96 
 
Critic, Writer and Director of 
Broadway plays and musicals. 
 

 

Walter Kerr wrote and directed 
on Broadway, often in 
collaboration with his wife Jean 
Kerr (best known for her book 
Please Don’t Eat The Daisies), 
including their work on 
Goldilocks, which won two 
Tony Awards.   

Kerr is best known and 
remembered, though, for his 
work as a theatre critic for the 
New York Times, and for the 
many book he wrote on the 
subject, some of which were 
compendiums of essays he had 
written for the Times and other 
periodicals.   

Among the titles most  praised 
are How Not To Write A Play 
and Journey To The Center Of 
The Theatre.   

 
Quote:  (in a review of John Van 
Druten’s play, I Am A Camera):  
Me no Leica. 

 

 

• vocabulary – what words does this person know, 
and conversely what words might this person use or 
misuse? 

• moment in time – exactly what is on the character’s 
mind in this moment and why, what’s happening in 
the plot that might affect language choices? 

• social circumstance – who else is in the scene, what 
is permissible language in such a gathering, what 
does the character speaking want people to know, 
what is the character trying to hide if anything? 

• truth – not truth in the objective sense of true or 
false information, but truth of character, will this 
character actually let these words out, are the words 
premeditated and thoughtful, blurted out without 
thinking, calculated for effect? 

 
We could carry this on for some time.  All are valid 
questions for wordsmiths in the theatre, as well as for 
composers also.  Music can affirm or belie the facts as 
well as dialogue can, and this can be a very useful tool. 
 
Diction in the Book 
 
On the surface, this is a fairly straight-forward idea:  What 
any given character says should somehow tell us 
something about the character and be consistent with 
what we know about the character to begin with. 
 
However, characters are not always as one-dimensional 
as language might suggest.  Therefore bookwriters must 
use language to reveal character in a number of different 
ways.  Here are the sort of things the bookwriter needs to 
know about the characters on the stage, even minor 
characters (although it is unlikely a writer would do an in-
depth character study of a very minor character, some 
background is needed, even for a walk-on.: 

• vocabulary – what words does this person know, 
and conversely what words might this person use or 
misuse? 

• moment in time – exactly what is on the character’s 
mind in this moment and why, what’s happening in 
the plot that might affect language choices? 
 



 

• social circumstance – who else is in the scene, what is permissible language in 
such a gathering, what does the character speaking want people to know, what is 
the character trying to hide if anything? 

• truth – not truth in the objective sense of true or false information, but truth of 
character, will this character actually let these words out, are the words 
premeditated and thoughtful, blurted out without thinking, calculated for effect? 

 
We could carry this on for some time.  All are valid questions for wordsmiths in the 
theatre, as well as for composers also.  Music can affirm or belie the facts as well as 
dialogue can, and this can be a very useful tool. 
 
Diction in the Book 
 
On the surface, this is a fairly straight-forward idea:  What any given character says 
should somehow tell us something about the character and be consistent with what we 
know about the character to begin with. 
 
However, characters are not always as one-dimensional as language might suggest.  
Therefore bookwriters must use language to reveal character in a number of different 
ways.  Here are the sorts of things the bookwriter needs to know about the characters 
on the stage, even minor characters (although it is unlikely a writer would do an in-depth 
character study of a very minor character, some background is needed, even for a walk-
on.: 

• background (early home life, education, life goals, immediate goal when a 
character makes the first entrance 

• basic temperament and what it takes to upend that and cause a character to act 
uncharacteristically 

• physicality – size, appearance, etc. 

• personality – shy, outgoing, curmudgeonly, etc. 

• religious sensibility or lack thereof 

• worklife as in happily employed, ambitious, slogging (or otherwise) 

• current home life – married, single, children, home, apartment, etc. 
 

Once a writer makes these decisions about a character, the business of finding that 
character’s voice is much simpler.  The parameters of education, home life, experience, 
etc. provide a measuring stick for that person’s dialogue.  Does she know the word, 
would she say it in these social circumstances, etc. 
 
What if the transparent characters in a musical don’t always say what they mean?  
Furthermore, if they are so transparent, why don’t they say what they mean?  Basically 
it is a trick writers use to engage the audience:  subtext. 
 
There is a poetic function to dialogue, because the words can mean much more than 
their dictionary meanings when they are arranged carefully and come from some 
discernable subtext.  When we know what is on the character’s mind and realize that 



the dramatic situation prevents the character from speaking directly, what comes out 
can be very entertaining and interesting to listen to.  It can make us laugh, it can make 
us cry, it can fill us with awe, with fear, or with deep concern. 
 
It won’t look like a poem.  There will be no form, no iambic pentameter, no rhymes.  But 
the levels of meaning may be quite deep.  However, very unlike a poem, the dialogue 
will communicate its levels directly and immediately.  We won’t have to think about it.  
Everything will happen the instant the words hit our ears. 
 
Naturally, not every line of dialogue can be dripping with subtext like that.  The 
experience would be tiring for the audience.  But when the moments are important, they 
can be intensified with some thought on the part of the librettist. 
 
One way to heighten the moment is to put your characters in a situation where it is 
difficult for them to speak.  Lovers who long to be alone so they can bill and coo at one 
another should be placed in Grand Central Station at rush hour, with three minutes 
before one of them has to get on a train that is going to separate them by hundreds of 
miles.  Similarly, people who can’t stand one another should be placed in a locked room 
with no way out. 
 
In Noel Coward’s play, Private Lives, for instance, a divorced couple is coincidentally 
housed in adjoining rooms in a hotel – with their new spouses.  A coincidence in the 
action of the play, but not an accident of design by the playwright, this set up is 
guaranteed to produce some fireworks.  We get an entire evening out of it. 
 
A final thought about dramatic writing:  It is the job of the show to transfer emotion from 
the stage to the audience, to give the audience an emotional doorway to the characters’ 
feelings.  This is not done in the way you might think.  When characters tell us what they 
are feeling, there is very little for us to do.  It is when characters contain their emotions 
that we start to feel deeply. 
 
We feel the most deeply when the language is furthest away from the feeling, when it is 
directly opposed to the feeling.  There are many examples of this in dramatic literature 
and even in life.  In Iphiginia at Aulis, for instance, Iphiginia has been brought to her 
father’s camp to be sacrificed to the gods in order that they will raise the winds and the 
fleet can sail.  She thinks, however, she has been brought there to marry an eligible 
captain in her father’s company.  When she finds out the truth, she does not weep, wail 
and rend her garments the way her mother does.  Instead she asks people not to cry 
(paraphrasing here):   
 

“Do not weep for me for I will be the wind in the sails of Greece and men will 
sing my praises through the ages.” 

 
Linda Loman, at the end of Death of a Salesman, comes to her husband’s funeral, 
kneels at his grave and says: 
 



“Forgive me, Willy, but I can’t cry.  I made the last payment on the house 
today dear and I can’t cry….we’re free and clear…free and clear…”i 

 
In life, those of us who are old enough remember the striking image of Jacqueline 
Kennedy standing on the steps of the church and leaning down to whisper to her young 
son as his father’s casket rolled by on a horse-drawn caisson.  The little boy responded 
immediately by raising a tiny hand to his forehead in a crisp salute, and two hundred 
million people wept.  Mrs. Kennedy’s eyes were dry, as were her son’s. 
 
Librettists must look for opportunities to write these moments of opposition to emotion 
such as the one Shaw found in Pygmalion in the first scene of Act IV.  Pickering and 
Higgins have been celebrating their success at the ball as if Eliza had nothing to do with 
it at all.  She is ignored by them, and quite hurt.  After Pickering leaves the scene, she 
expresses some anger at Higgins, which surprises him.  Finally, she asks what belongs 
to her of the things he and Pickering have given her so she will know what she can take 
away with her without being accused of stealing.   
 

HIGGINS 
Stealing!  You shouldn’t have said that, Eliza.  That shews a want of feeling. 
 

ELIZA 
I’m sorry.  I’m only a common ignorant girl; and in my station I have to be careful.  There 
can’t be any feelings between the like of you and the like of me.  Please will you tell me 
what belongs to me and what doesn’t?ii 
 
This is a denial of feeling, where clearly a great deal of feeling is going on.  In the same 
scene in the musical version, she also says these words.  Then after Higgins leaves the 
scene she is in a rage and sings a brief reprise of the comedy song, “Just You Wait, 
‘Enry ‘Iggins,” during which her anger dissolves into tears. 
 
There are other examples in theatre and in life, where the words and images sometimes 
are 180o opposite the moment.  When this happens, it is usually very funny or very 
poignant.  This is the essence of subtext: to show us what the words really mean by 
stating the opposite, or something parenthetical. 
 
Think of it this way:  There is always a subtext.  Each actor keeps a running monologue 
going in mind that represents (to the actor) the character’s thoughts.  This helps the 
actor burst into language on cue, either interrupting the thoughts or continuing them.  
Think about how and why that works.  A bookwriter should also be thinking about the 
character’s unspoken thoughts throughout every scene and in between all scenes. 
 
Once a character in a musical latches onto a train of thought, he or she will never let go 
unless something literally blasts it out of mind.  Everything George does in Sunday In 
The Park With George is related to his desire and need to paint above all other human 
needs.  This is fairly easy to control during a scene.  A character has an agenda and 
pursues it.  But sometimes we forget that while a character is offstage, that mind is still 



cooking, the agenda still holds.  If a characters leaves a scene in anger, it won’t play to 
have that person make an entrance two scenes later, cheerful and happy, as if the 
anger simply dissipated backstage somewhere. 
 
If a girl is mad at a boyfriend, however, we might see her being sweet as can be to 
another boy in a later scene as soon as the boyfriend shows up.  She may be neutral 
about the other boy until the boyfriend shows up.  Suddenly, as of someone turned a 
switch, she is fawning all over the unsuspecting new boy.  As soon as the boyfriend 
leaves the scene, she is once again all business and cool to the patsy.  The hapless 
boyfriend may be at sea, but we in the audience know exactly what is going on and 
why. 
 
Every time a character makes an entrance, that person is coming from somewhere, and 
something happened wherever that was.  Every time the lights reveal a scene in 
progress, something happened before the lights went up.  The offstage events are 
probably not too interesting, or they wouldn’t be offstage, but we can’t ignore the 
offstage life.  We also can’t assume a character’s direction has changed between 
scenes unless we are told that something significant happened during the character’s 
absence. 
 
Another trick of the dramatic poet is to use imagery throughout the piece that comments 
on or somehow focuses attention on the theme of the play, like the many images of rot 
and corruption in Shakespeare’s Hamlet, where “something is rotten in the state of 
Denmark.”  The real genius is to consistently use such imagery while honoring 
individual character speech patterns and language capacities. 
 
Consistently using words and imagery appropriate to a character’s background is 
an important skill for bookwriters to develop. 
 
Diction in the Music 
 
Composers need to decide what kind of music is needed, and whether to nod at the 
time and location of the show in the choosing.  Many composers do not write period 
music in period shows, and some do not write ethnic music in ethnic shows.  There is 
nothing particularly 18th century in the score of Hamilton  and nothing especially Italian 
about the music of The Light In The Piazza, for example.  And there is not a lot of 
Hungarian music in She Loves Me although there is a decided gypsy-like influence in 
the orchestrations for the highly melodic score.  Fiddler on the Roof, though, seems to 
use a modality in much of its score to suggest Eastern European Jewish culture.  And 
Gypsy certainly makes a nod to vaudeville and burlesque in its music. 
 
Characters may have musical voices as well as speech patterns.  Certainly in Guys And 
Dolls the female leads do not sing in a similar vein.  Sarah Brown sings “I’ll Know” and 
“If I Were A Bell,” whereas Adelaide sings “Adelaide’s Lament” and “Take Back Your 
Mink.”  Sarah is a soprano and Adelaide is an alto belter; the music of their songs 
reflects both the timber of their voices and the essence of their characters. 



 
Contemporary composers seem to value period music and ethnic music more highly 
than did Rodgers, Porter, Berlin, Gershwin (except for Porgy and Bess), Kern, Weill, 
Styne, Bernstein and other greats of the past.  Sondheim seems to write in his own style 
as does Lloyd-Webber, although both have borrowed from different periods to enhance 
moments in their shows. 
 
Adam Guettel’s score for Floyd Collins is based on hillbilly idiom albeit in a classical 
vein, and very interesting to listen to.  Krieger and Russel’s score for Kept is filled with 
disco sounds appropriate to a show set in Manhattan’s Studio 54 of the late 70s.  But 
Mel Brooks’ score for The Producers is a throwback to Anytime Broadway, filled with the 
pizzazz and ragtime sounds long associated with musical comedy. 
 
There does not seem to be a hard and fast rule about period and ethnicity in music.  
Either way the composer chooses to go, the music ought to reflect the moment in the 
play, the thoughts and feelings of the character, and support the lyric both rhythmically 
and in the melodic contour. 
 
It’s possible there are no original motives left in the 12-tone system.  I don’t know and I 
don’t care.  It isn’t so much about the initial statement of a song’s motive that matters, 
it’s what the composer does with that motive, how it is developed as the song 
progresses.  Quite simply, a composer’s “style” consists of every piece of music the 
composer has ever heard mixed in with every piece of music the composer has ever 
written, then baked over time as the composer continues to refine the choices, limit the 
toolbox and listen to the music of the character(s) in the moment before writing it. 
 
Familiar musical genres can be very useful in a musical score.  Does this moment need 
the swinging rhythms and chromatic harmonies of 30s jazz, the modal simplicity of 60s 
folk-rock, the driving beat and distorted electronics of the 90s, the erratic rhythms of 
Hip-Hop, or some entirely non-genre-inspired sound?  Pick the right sound for the 
character in the moment and then let it sing out in your own compositional style. 
 
Finding the right musical expression for a character in a specific moment, one 
that reflects or comments on the character’s diction, is an important skill for the 
composer to develop. 
 
Diction in the lyrics 
 
If the book is the soul of a musical, then the lyrics are its life’s blood.  This form has 
always been defined by the sophistication of its lyrics. 
 

IT SEEMS LIKE HAPPINESS IS JUST A THING CALLED JOE 
HE’S GOT A SMILE THAT MAKES THE LILAC WANT TO GROW…iii 
 
I TOOK ONE LOOK AT YOU, THAT’S ALL I HAD TO DO 
AND THEN MY HEART STOOD STILL…iv 



 
I GET NO KICK FROM CHAMPAGNE 
MERE ALCOHOL DOESN’T THRILL ME AT ALL 
SO TELL ME WHY SHOULD IT BE TRUE 
THAT I GET A KICK OUT OF YOU…v 
 
ANOTHER BRIDE, ANOTHER GROOM 
ANOTHER SUNNY HONEYMOON 
ANOTHER SEASON, ANOTHER REASON 
FOR MAKING WHOOPEE!...vi 
 
BIRDS DO IT, BEES DO IT 
EVEN EDUCATED FLEAS DO IT…vii 
 

So birds, bees, fleas and musical theatre writers have been doing it since the 20s and 
are still doing it today.  There are 20,520 words in Hamilton.  Over the years those 
words in dialogue and song have been by turns clever, poetic, simple and deeply felt.  
Perhaps the biggest moment in Hamilton is this one: 
 

LAFAYETTE 
Immigrants.   

 
    HAMILTON AND LAFAYETTE 

We get the job done! 
 
This line doesn’t draw applause, it causes the audience to cheer as if at the Super Bowl.  
In the middle of more than 20,000 words, these six stand out.  Few people leave the 
theatre without remembering this moment. 
 
Words are definitely important, and when they occur in lyrics, they are even more 
important because there are so few of them (except in Hamilton because the hip hop 
genre requires a profusion of words).  Most lyrics have very few syllables to work with. 
The hip-hop flood in Hamilton is the exception rather than the rule.  Lyrics are hard 
because they have to be so concise, so pointed, and so carefully crafted.  The lyricist 
needs the right words at exactly the right moment, and they must be arranged so that 
they sort of float on the music, rhythmically honoring the cadence of the song and 
lyrically “paying off” at the ends of phrases with rhyme and meaning. 
 
Rhyme and Diction 
 
In the world of popular music today, false rhymes or near rhymes are common.  Often 
we hear pairs of words like round and town that are meant to rhyme.  Dime and mine.  
Guilt and fill.  Part and hearts.  Needless to say, these words don’t really rhyme, 
although they often come close. 
 



Theatre songs most often rhyme exactly.  Dime rhymes with Crime.   Guilt with silt.  Part 
with heart. 
 
You will hear songs in the theatre today that do not rhyme exactly all the time.  Lyricists 
mix near rhymes and exact rhymes at will, reflecting the popular music of the day.   
This is probably not a good idea.  Think about the purpose of rhyme in the theatre, as 
opposed to the purpose of rhyme in other forms.  The audience is a group of 800 - 2000 
individuals who have just had dinner, maybe split a bottle of wine, possibly had an after 
dinner drink.  In other words, their senses are dulled.  They are sitting in a dark room.  
This is a recipe for sleep.  Now you expect them to simultaneously hear and understand 
what the actors say and sing.  The lyrics contain words, most of which are readily 
understandable in the dictionary sense of the term.  However, the words go together in 
phrases and sentences poetically arranged to convey meaning far beyond what the 
dictionary tells us.  The subtext allows the words to reveal the characters’ inner thoughts 
without necessarily expressing them head on.  There are layers of meaning.   
 
The audience ear, moreover, has to cut through the orchestrations, sets, costumes, 
lighting, choreography, and the vagaries of the sound system to get to the full meaning 
of each moment of the show.  The more organized the material, the more accessible it 
will be.  And rhymes are an important part of that organization.  Not only should the 
rhymes be perfect and exact, they should occur in predictable places in the lyric. 
 

Pardon me, Miss 
But I’ve never done this 
With a real, live girl 
 
Straight off the farm 
With an actual arm- 
Full of real, live girl. 

 
And later in the same song: 
  

Nothing can beat 
Getting swept off your feet 
By a real, live girl 
 
Dreams in your bunk 
Don’t compare with a hunk 
Of a real, live girl.viii 

 
Even if you’ve never heard this song, you can see the effect of the rhyme scheme.  Say 
the words out loud.  Notice how the lines are broken up to emphasize the position of the 
rhymes.  If you know the tune, sing the words.  There is a natural and elegant marriage 
of music and lyrics that make the words effortless to sing and hear and understand 
simultaneously.   
 



Whatever rhyme scheme you invent should be preserved and followed without 
alteration to help the audience hear and understand the song.  This means that very 
clever rhyming carries a terrible responsibility.  Consider the following lyric by Lorenz 
Hart.  Ask yourself if you want to take such a chore on: 
 

In a mountain greenery 
Where God paints the scenery 
Just two crazy people together 
 
While you love your lover let 
Blue skies be your coverlet 
When it rains we’ll laugh at the weather. 
 

And if you’re good 
I’ll search for wood 
So you can cook 
While I stand looking 

 
Beans could get no keener re- 
Ception in a beanery 
Bless our mountain greenery home. 

 
And he tried it again, making a pretty good go of it, although he had to repeat the first 
stanza: 
 

In a mountain greenery 
Where God paints the scenery 
Just two crazy people together 
 
How we love sequestering 
Where no pests are pestering 
No dear mama holds us in tether 
 

Mosquitoes here 
Won’t bite you dear 
I’ll let them sting 
Me on the finger 

 
We could find no cleaner re- 
Treat from life’s machinery 
Than our mountain greenery home.ix 

 
This is an extreme, but well-crafted example of how a rhyme scheme should be 
organized to help guide the audience’s ear.  If, in the middle of this song, the clever 
rhymes were not so exact, even in one place, it would come as a disappointment and 
quite possibly disturb the audience’s concentration, taking them out of the moment 



briefly.  Once listeners are out of the moment, they have to work to get back in, to catch 
up as it were.  Well-crafted rhyme schemes that put exact rhymes in predictable places 
help keep the audience in the moment. 
 
If you must use a very clever triple or quadruple rhyme and you are unable to repeat the 
feat, use this tip:  Put that one at the end, where it will come as a pleasant surprise, 
rather the raise an expectation of further lyrical virtuosity. 
 
Here’s another tip:  Consider keeping the rhymes simple and exact, and close to the 
reason the character is singing.  Here’s the B section from a song for a film by Marilyn 
and Alan Bergman, with music by Michel LeGrand.  Notice how simple the rhymes are, 
yet how sincere and emotional the thought is: 
 

I want to see your face in every kind of light 
In fields of dawn and forests of the night 
And when you stand before the candles on the cake 
Oh, let me be the one to hear the silent wish you make.x 

 
Light/night, cake/make.  No keener reception in a beanery here.  But which lyric has 
more emotional power?  Which lyric would you like to hear your lover sing to you on a 
snowy winter’s eve in front of the fireplace?  Craig Lucas called simple language in 
rhyme like this “invisible” rhyming. 
 
Clever rhymes have a tendency to call attention to the lyricist rather than to the 
character, unless the person singing is very verbal naturally.  Simple characters have a 
tendency to rhyme simply.  Check out the lyrics to Stephen Sondheim’s “Together 
Wherever We Go” from Gypsy.  Sondheim is one of the cleverest lyricists to grace the 
musical stage, but in this song, he rhymes very simple words, reflecting the real life, 
language and experience of the characters singing. 
 
                                                           
i Dialogue from Death Of A Salesman BY Arthur Miller 
ii Dialogue from Pygmalion by George Bernard Shaw 
iii Lyrics from “Happiness Is Just A Thing Called Joe,” music by Harold Arlen, lyrics by Yip Harburg 
iv Lyrics from “My Heart Stood Still,: music by Richard Rodgers, lyrics by Lorenz Hart 
v Lyrics from “I Get A Kick Out Of You,” music and lyrics by Cole Porter 
vi Lyrics from “Making Whoopee,” music by Walter Donaldson, lyrics by Gus Kahn 
vii Lyrics from “Let’s Do It,” music and lyrics by Cole Porter 
viii Lyrics from “Real Live Girl,” music by Cy Coleman, lyrics by Carolyn Leigh 
ix Lyrics from “Mountain Greenery,” music by Richard Rodgers, lyrics by Lorenz Hart 
x Lyrics from “What Are You Doing The Rest of Your Life,” music by Michel Legrand, lyrics by Marilyn and Alan 
Bergman 


